Year 3 Topic home learning menu

Roots and Shoots

**ART – Garden scene**
Draw or paint a picture of individual plants and flowers in your garden or of your whole garden scene. You could use sketching pencils, paints, crayons, felt tip pens or chalks.

**DT – Miniature garden**
Create a 3D model of a garden using a variety of materials. It could be the garden you have now, a garden you have seen, or your dream garden. What plants will you include? Is there a vegetable patch?

**FOOD TECH - Fantastic flavour**
Investigate different herbs that you can use to flavour cooking. With adult supervision, taste the herbs then make a meal using some. Take a photo of your meal and list the herbs you used.

**ART – Garden scene**
Draw or paint a picture of individual plants and flowers in your garden or of your whole garden scene. You could use sketching pencils, paints, crayons, felt tip pens or chalks.

**DT – Miniature garden**
Create a 3D model of a garden using a variety of materials. It could be the garden you have now, a garden you have seen, or your dream garden. What plants will you include? Is there a vegetable patch?

**FOOD TECH - Fantastic flavour**
Investigate different herbs that you can use to flavour cooking. With adult supervision, taste the herbs then make a meal using some. Take a photo of your meal and list the herbs you used.

**ICT & RESEARCH – Which is which?**
Photograph different trees and plants in your garden or on your daily walk/run. Can you find out the names of the different plants by looking at the shape, texture and colour of the leaves or flower? Can you find out an interesting fact about the plant? Create a PowerPoint to present your work.

**WRITING – Once upon a time..**
There are many stories about gardens. Have a go at writing your own. What could go wrong in your garden? Is it a magical place? What adventures could your characters have? Read your story to your family and record it for us to see.

**MATHS – Board game**
Design a plant-themed board game. The game could focus on any maths skill (times tables, addition and subtraction, multiplying and dividing, doubling and halving, telling the time or even perimeter or angles). Make sure you write the instructions too!